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ABSTRACT
One-shot behavioral sensitization and conditioned

activity are two phenomena used to examine the mechanisms
underlying addiction. Previous research has shown that

adult rats only exhibit context-specific behavioral
sensitization when using the one-shot paradigm, while
preweanling rats show robust one-shot context-independent

behavioral sensitization. The purpose of this thesis was

to determine the persistence of one-shot context-specific
and context-independent behavioral sensitization by
administering a single pretreatment injection of cocaine

or saline in either the home cage or a novel test chamber

on PD 19 or PD 79. The persistence of context-specific and
context-independent behavioral sensitization was assessed

by injecting rats with cocaine in the test chamber after
1, 3,

5, 7,

15, or 61 abstinence days

(i.e., on PD 20, PD

22, PD 24, PD 26, PD 33 or PD 80). In order to examine the
persistence of conditioned activity, adult rats were given

an injection of saline after 1, 3, or 5 abstinence days.
Preweanling rats were given an injection of saline after

only 1 abstinence day. Preweanling rats showed both
context-specific and context-independent one-shot
behavioral sensitization that persisted for up to five

abstinence days

(i.e., until PD 24). Preweanling rats did

iii

not exhibit conditioned activity when tested after one
abstinence day. Adult rats given a single pretreatment
injection of cocaine in the test chamber exhibited robust
conditioned activity for up to five abstinence days

(i.e.,

until PD 85). These results suggest the associative
mechanisms modulating behavioral sensitization do not

function in an adult-like manner during the preweanling

period. Specifically, preweanling rats showed robust
context-independent behavioral sensitization and a lack of
conditioned activity. The former effect may be due to an

absence of inhibitory conditioning, whereas the latter
effect may have resulted from a lack of excitatory
conditioning.

The current results may have relevance to

humans, because they suggest that addictive processes are

less pronounced in young animals,

iv

than adults.
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CHAPTER ONE

HUMAN MODELS OF ADDICTION

Addiction to drugs of abuse, particularly
psychostimulant drugs such as cocaine, has been a serious

issue in our society for many years. One of the more

widely used models for studying the mechanisms of
addiction is behavioral sensitization. Behavioral
sensitization is defined as a process whereby intermittent

exposure to a psychostimulant drug produces a
time-dependent,

long-lasting and progressively increasing

behavioral response (Sax & Strakowski,
Sax,

2001; Strakowski &

1998; Strakowski, Sax, Setters, Stanton,

& Keck,

.
1997)

Behavioral sensitization is a phenomenon that has

been widely documented in animals, although recent
evidence shows that behavioral sensitization occurs in

humans and is predictive of addictive behaviors

(Strakowski & Sax,

1998). As an example,

18- to

45-year-old volunteers, who had no prior history of major

psychiatric or substance abuse disorders and no prior
stimulant use, were given either a single daily oral dose
of amphetamine (0.25 mg/kg) or placebo for 6 days.

Following each amphetamine challenge, a sensitized
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increase in eye-blink rate and motor activity/energy was

observed. The results of this study support the idea that

behavioral sensitization occurs in humans and is a
possible component of addiction. Even so, a simplistic
analysis of behavioral sensitization is unable to account

for mood changes and the feelings of "wanting" and
"liking" that are associated with drug taking in humans

(Sax & Strakowski,

2001).

A way to conceptualize the importance of behavioral
sensitization for addictive processes is through the

incentive-sensitization model. According to this view,

addictive behavior is a result of continuous changes in
the'plasticity of the brain that are caused by repeated

drug use (Robinson & Berridge, 1993). These drug-induced
neuroadaptations are apparent at both a neurochemical and

behavioral level

(Robinson & Becker, 1986; Segal,

1975).

The neural system that undergoes neuroadaptation during
the sensitization process is also presumed to mediate
salience of drug-associated stimuli

(Robinson & Berridge,

1993). The activation of this neural system (namely the
mesotelencephalic dopamine system; Robinson & Berridge,
2000) makes stimuli and cues to those stimuli highly

salient and results in the experience of "wanting"
(Robinson & Berridge, 1993). After repeated drug exposure,
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both the act of taking drugs and drug-associated stimuli
(the drug-paired environment, paraphernalia, etc.) become
gradually more attractive and desired (Robinson &

Berridge, 1993). Thus, drug-associated stimuli

increasingly exert more control over behavior. This is
because the neural system that mediates "wanting" behavior

become steadily more sensitized (Robinson & Berridge,

1993). Therefore, according to the incentive-sensitization

model, addictive behavior and drug craving is due to the
sensitization of incentive salience, because the feeling

of "wanting" will eventually become obsessive craving that
is manifested as compulsive drug-seeking and drug-taking
(Robinson & Berridge, 1993).
The incentive-sensitization model of addiction

differentiates between "wanting" a drug and "liking" a
drug. The neural systems that mediate "wanting" incentives

are separate from those that mediate "liking" or pleasure

(Robinson & Berridge, 1993). As just mentioned,

the

incentive-sensitization model proposes that addiction is a

result of sensitization-induced excessive wanting, which
occurs because repeated drug use sensitizes the neural

systems for "wanting" and not "liking"

(Robinson &

Berridge, 1993) . This contradicts pleasure seeking models

of addiction, which propose that "wanting" and "liking"
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drugs are linked. In other words, addicts are believed to

"want" drugs because they "like" them and the more they

"like" drugs the more they will "want" them (Robinson &
Berridge, 1993). In contrast, the incentive-sensitization
model proposes that the progressive increase in "wanting"

that is apparent in addiction does not also result in an
augmentation of pleasure from repeated drug usage (i.e.,

the "liking" phenomenon does not undergo sensitization). .
Instead, only those neural systems responsible for

incentive, which turn "wanting" into craving, become

sensitized (Robinson & Berridge, 1993).
The incentive-sensitization model postulates that the

neuroadaptations occurring during behavioral sensitization

are long-lasting and perhaps permanent. These
neuroadaptations make addicts hypersensitive to drugs and
drug-related stimuli, thus increasing the probability that

they will relapse when exposed to these stimuli again

(Robinson & Berridge, 1993). According to the
incentive-sensitization model, relapse occurs because the
drug and drug-related stimuli obtain a high incentive
salience and become "elicitors" and objects of craving

themselves
stimuli,

(Robinson & Berridge,

1993). Drug-related

such as the contextual environment, are able to

induce relapse because the incentive salience of
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drug-related stimuli is long-lasting and will linger well
after the drug and it's effects have passed (Robinson &

Berridge, 1993).
A phenomenon related to behavioral sensitization is
conditioned activity. Conditioned activity is used to
examine the importance of the environment-drug pairing in

addiction. Conditioned activity occurs when drug-free
humans or animals exhibit hyperactivity in an environment

that has previously been paired with a drug (Ahmed,

Oberling, Di Scala,

& Sander,

1996). While conditioned

activity has been widely reported in animals it has not

been extensively studied in humans. That being said,

there

is a large amount of research that has examined
conditioned responses in drug users. Stimuli that reliably

come to elicit conditioned responses

(CRs), may motivate

former addicts to seek out drugs and relapse (Ehrman,
Robbins,

Childress, & O'Brien,

Stewart, deWit,

1992; Siegel,

1979;

& Eikelboom, 1984; Wikler, 1965). Studies

typically use cues such as audiotapes

about drugs), videotapes

(containing lyrics

(containing depictions of the

drug), or drug paraphernalia to elicit CRs in addicts
(Ehrman et al.,

1992). For example, when heroin and

cocaine addicts are exposed to cues that signal drug use

they show a decrease in skin temperature and skin
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resistance and an increase in self-reported craving
(Childress, McLellan, & O'Brien,

1986; Ehrman et al.,

1992; O'Brien, Ehrman, & Ternes,

1986). This response is

believed to occur because multiple drug-cue pairings have

caused the addict to become conditioned to cues that
signal drug use (Ehrman et al.,

1992). It is important to

note that not all drugs elicit a CR that is similar to the
UR,

in fact opponent process theory states that after

multiple drug pairings the CR will sometimes mirror the UR
and not mimic it (Solomon, 1980). In other words if a drug

initially has a pleasant or pleasurable effect after
multiple pairings it may start to have an unpleasant or

painful effect on the user (Solomon,

1980) .

Behavioral sensitization and conditioned activity are

important processes underlying addiction in humans.

However, human studies cannot determine all of the
mechanisms that are involved in the addiction process.

Animal studies have become an efficient means to study the
effects of psychostimulant drugs on behavior and brain

functioning.
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CHAPTER TWO

BEHAVIORAL SENSITIZATION

Behavioral sensitization occurs when an animal
receives repeated exposures to a psychostimulant drug
(such as cocaine and amphetamine)

and then receives a test

injection of the same drug. This procedure will cause an
increase in locomotor activity,

stereotypy,

and/or

rotational behavior (in 6-OHDA-treated rats)

Stewart, 1991; Robinson & Becker,

(Kalivas &

1986). Behavioral

sensitization will sometimes occur when the
psychostimulant drug has never been paired with a
particular environmental context,

this is referred to as

context-independent behavioral sensitization (Badiani,

Camp, Robinson,

1997; Battisti, Chang, Uretsky, Wallace,

1999a; Carey & Gui, 1998; Tirelli & Terry,

1998). However,

behavioral sensitization is often much stronger when the
psychostimulant drug is paired with a novel environment.

The latter procedure results in context-specific

behavioral sensitization (Badiani et al.,

et al.,

1997; Battisti

1999a; Carey & Gui, 1998; Tirelli & Terry,

There are two general models of behavioral

sensitization. One model proposes that behavioral
sensitization is exclusively the result of cellular
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1998).

plasticity that occurs after repeated exposure to a
psychostimulant drug (Kalivas & Stewart,

Segal, Weinberger, & Browne,

1991; Kuczenski,

1982). A second model goes

one step further and proposes that these nonassociative

cellular changes are capable of being modified by
associative learning (Anagnostaras, Schallert,

& Robinson,

2002). Thus, behavioral sensitization is induced through
nonassociative cellular changes, but the environmental

context associated with the drug modulates the expression
of behavioral sensitization (Baker & Tiffany,

1985; Pert,

Post, & Weiss, 1990; Stewart & Vezina, 1988). In this
circumstance,

associative learning is an important process

underlying context-specific sensitization (Pert et al.,

1990; Post & Weiss, 1988; Stewart & Badiani, 1993).
In some ways, using the terms "context-specific" and
"context-independent" behavioral sensitization is
inaccurate or misleading, because this terminology implies

that there are two types of behavioral sensitization that

occur due to unique changes in the neural substrate.
Instead,

the neural mechanisms mediating the

nonassociative components of context-specific and

context-independent behavioral sensitization are probably

identical, but associative learning serves to modulate the
expression of the sensitized response
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(Anagnostaras et

al.,

2002). For example, rats received multiple injections

of amphetamine in the test environment

separate, discriminable environment

(paired)

(unpaired)

groups showed a sensitized response. However,

or in a
and both

if animals

in the unpaired condition were challenged with amphetamine
in the test environment then a sensitized response was not
evident

(Anagnostaras & Robinson,

1996). Both groups

received an identical number of drug treatments, so
similar neuroadaptations must have occurred. The novel

group failed to show behavioral sensitization because the
context somehow modulated the neuroadaptative response
(Anagnostaras & Robinson, 1996).

Neuroadaptation Model of
Behavioral Sensitization
The neuroadaptation model of behavioral sensitization

predicts that repeated exposure to psychostimulant drugs

causes long-term alterations in the neural substrates that
underlie sensitized responding (Kalivas & Stewart,

Kuczenski et al., 1982). For example,

1991;

sensitized animals

show a change in presynaptic and postsynaptic monoamine

and glutamate neurotransmission in the nucleus accumbens

and dorsal striatum (Robinson & Becker,

1986; Robinson &

Berridge, 2000; Vanderschuren & Kalivas, 2000). This
alteration in neurotransmission is related to persistent
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changes that occur in the morphology of neurons in the

nucleus accumbens and. the prefrontal cortex (Robinson &
Kolb,

1997,

1999). These neuroadaptations in

neurotransmission and neuronal morphology can be observed

in the absence of any associative mechanisms, such as
drug-environment pairings

(Anagnostaras et al., 2002).

According to a purely nonassociative model,

contextual stimuli have little effect on the expression of
behavioral sensitization. In other words, behavioral

sensitization can occur in the absence of associative

processes

(Anagnostaras et al., 2002). As evidence,

sensitized responding is present even when a rat is

habituated to the test environment before psychostimulant

exposure (Crombag, Badiani, Chan, Dell-Oreo, Dineen,

&

Robinson, 2001). Behavioral sensitization may also be
expressed when rats are pretreated with a psychostimulant

in an environment clearly different from the test

environment (Anagnostaras & Robinson,

1996; Drew & Glick,

1988; Martin-Iverson & Fawcett, 1996).

Context-Specific Behavioral Sensitization
Behavioral sensitization often does not occur if the

animal is tested in an environment where they did not

previously receive the drug (Anagnostaras & Robinson,
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1996; Battisti, Uretsky, & Wallace,
1998; Stewart & Vezina,

2000; Carey & Gui,

1991; Tilson & Rech,

1973).

Instead, behavioral sensitization is typically more robust

if the psychostimulant drug (i.e., the US)

is paired with

a novel environmental context (i.e., the CS). This
drug-environment pairing is then capable of producing

drug-like psychomotor effects

(i.e., the CR)

Hahn, 1983; Carey, 1986, 1988; Drew & Glick,

(Beninger &

1987;

Fontana, Post, & Pert, 1993; Post, Lockfield, Squillace,
Contel,

&

1981; Stewart, 1984; Tirelli & Terry, 1998;

Wolgin, 2000) . The associative processes that are involved

in behavioral sensitization include two Pavlovian

mechanisms: excitatory conditioning and inhibitory
conditioning.

The Role of Excitatory Conditioning in
Context-Specific Behavioral Sensitization

A Pavlovian mechanism that is used to explain
context-specific behavioral sensitization is excitatory

conditioning. Excitatory conditioning occurs when an ever

increasing CR is added to an unchanging drug-induced UR
(Anagnostaras & Robinson, 1996; Hinson & Poulos,

Siegel, Krank, & Hinson, 1987; Tilson & Rech,

1981;

1973). In

other words, the psychostimulant drug acts as a US that
produces various URs

(such as locomotor activity,
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rotational behavior, and enhanced dopamine activity). The

environmental context acts as a CS that, after repeated
pairings with a psychostimulant drug,

comes to elicit CRs

that mirror the URs produced by the drug (Anagnostaras &

Robinson,

1996) .

There is evidence, however, that refutes or at least
minimizes the importance of excitatory conditioning for

context-specific behavioral sensitization: 1)

the CR does

not last as long as the sensitized response, 2) behavioral
sensitization does not extinguish when the rat is exposed

to the drug-paired environment,
is not diminished if the CS-US

3)

sensitized responding

(context-drug)

interval is

increased, and 4) behavioral sensitization can occur in
nondrug-paired contexts. First, excitatory conditioning
relies on the premise that the CR will persist as long as

the sensitized response (Tirelli, Michel,

& Brabont,

2005). However, this premise appears inaccurate because
mice will exhibit a CR much longer than a sensitized
response

(Tirelli et al., 2005).

Second,

if excitatory conditioning is sufficient to

explain context-specific behavioral sensitization then the
CR should extinguish if the animal is exposed to the

environmental context without the drug. This effect was
not observed, however, because the sensitized response to
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amphetamine was only slightly reduced if the animal was

pre-exposed to the context without the drug (Anagnostaras

& Robinson, 1996; Battisti et al., 2000; Carey & Gui,
1998; Jodogne, Marinelli, Le Moal,

& Piazza,

1994; Stewart

& Vezina, 1991). Third, an excitatory conditioning
explanation predicts that the CR should not occur if the

time interval between exposure to the test context and
drug administration is increased. Instead, when the
context-drug interval is increased the rat still exhibits

behavioral sensitization (Crombag et al., 2001). Finally,
excitatory conditioning is an insufficient explanation

because behavioral sensitization will occur in
environments where the drug was never given
(context-independent behavioral sensitization) and in the
absence of a CR (Anagnostaras & Robinson,

1996).

The Role of Inhibitory Conditioning in
Context-Specif-ic Behavioral Sensitization

Inhibitory conditioning has also been used to explain
the context-specificity of behavioral sensitization. An

inhibitory conditioning explanation incorporates
associative and nonassociative mechanisms
Vezina,

(Stewart &

1988). As discussed earlier, behavioral

sensitization includes a nonassociative process whereby

multiple pairings of a drug causes cellular changes that
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result in a progressive increase in the UR (Anagostaras &

Robinson, 1996). For animals that were not administered
the drug in the testing environment

(unpaired, CS")

this

neural substrate is presumed to be inhibited by contextual
stimuli (Anagostaras & Robinson, 1996). The unpaired
animals do not exhibit behavioral sensitization because

the unpairing of the context

(CS) and the drug (US)

causes

a negative contingency whereby the contextual stimuli
inhibit the sensitized UR (Anagnostaras & Robinson,

1996).

There is evidence that contradicts an inhibitory

conditioning explanation of context-specific behavioral

sensitization. For example, it is not necessary to unpair
the test environment from the drug in order to get
context-specific behavioral sensitization (Anagnostaras &

Robinson,

1996). Also, for inhibitory conditioning to have

occurred two other tests must be met: summation and
retardation (Rescorla,

1969a, b). Summation is when an

inhibitory CS reduces the response to either a CS or US
(Anagnostaras & Robinson,

1996). In a study done by

Anagnostaras and Robinson (1996), rats were given multiple

treatments of saline or amphetamine in the home cage or
rotometer environments. Rats in the rotometer-unpaired
group received injections of saline in the home cage and

not the rotometer. If the rotometer acted as an inhibitory
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CS then rats in the rotometer-unpaired group should have
shown a decrease in behavior when reexposed to the

rotometer. This decrease in behavior did not happen,

so

summation did not occur (Anagnostaras & Robinson, 1996).

Retardation is when inhibition to a stimulus occurs

either prior to, or simultaneously with, excitatory

conditioning. This inhibitory conditioning, in turn,
retards the development of an overt CR (Rescorla,

1969a).

In an experiment performed by Anagnostaras and Robinson

(1996), rats were injected with saline in a rotometer

environment and were then given repeated injections of
amphetamine in the same rotometer. These rats showed no

signs of retardation when compared to a saline control
group (Anagnostaras & Robinson, 1996). Thus,

inhibitory

conditioning does not appear to be sufficient to explain

context-specific behavioral sensitization (Anagnostaras &

Robinson,

1996).

The Role of "Occasion Setting" in Context-Specific
Behavioral Sensitization
The concept of "occasion setting" has been used by

Robinson and colleagues to reconcile these divergent

findings. An occasion setter is a CS that does not elicit
a CR but affects the ability of other stimuli to create
and modulate a response (Holland,
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1985,

1989,

1992;

Rescorla,

1985). Thus, behavioral sensitization will be

context-specific if an environment has the ability to

predict, or set the occasion for, drug administration
(Anagnostaras & Robinson, 1996).

It should be pointed out that occasion setters are
not the same as excitatory CSs, the conditions that create

and diminish the influence of occasion setters are

different from those that create and diminish excitatory
CSs

(Rescorla, 1985). Whether or not a stimulus is an

occasion setter or an excitatory CS is determined by when
in time the contextual stimuli occur compared to the
discrete USs

Holland,

(Bouton,

1993; Bouton & Swartzentruber, 1986;

1986, 1992; Rescorla, Durlach,

& Grau,

1985).

Occasion setters alter the excitatory strength of other

stimuli (Rescorla, 1985). Also,

extinction training will

weaken the ability of a cue to cause an excitatory CR ;

however, extinction training will not weaken the ability
of a cue to act as an occasion setter (Holland, 1992;

Rescorla,

1992). In the standard sensitization paradigm,

the context has the ability to be both an excitatory CS

and an occasion setter (Anagnostaras & Robinson,
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1996).

A Memory-Based Explanation of Context-Specific
Sensitization
Alternatively, context-specific behavioral

sensitization may occur as a result of a nonassociative

cognitive process that Tirelli, Tambour, and Michel
call context-specific memory. Essentially,

(2003b)

the

animal forms a memory of the novel environment that
facilitates the sensitized response (Tirelli et al.,
2003b). In other words, information is recalled better

when acquisition and testing occur in the same place
(Anderson,

2000), because memories incorporate contextual

features of the environment in which they were produced
(Eich,

1985) . In terms of behavioral sensitization,

the

memories of the environmental context would be integrated

with the drug and would become part of the sensitized
response

(Tirelli et al., 2003b). Thus,

the expression of

the sensitized response would be impeded if an animal is

tested in an environment that is independent from the
contextual memories of the drug-paired environment

(Tirelli et al., 2003b).
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CHAPTER THREE

ONE-SHOT BEHAVIORAL SENSITIZATION

The most common paradigm for assessing behavioral
sensitization involves multiple pretreatment trials;
however, recent studies have shown that a single drug
pretreatment is sufficient to induce behavioral

sensitization. In fact,

it is believed that "one-shot"

behavioral sensitization increases the "relative"
importance of the drug-environment pairing (White, Joshi,

Koeltzow,

& Hu,

1998). More specifically, when tested

using the "one-shot" paradigm adult animals exhibit robust

context-specific behavioral sensitization but not
context-independent behavioral sensitization (Battisti et

al., 2000; Fontana et al.,
McDougall, Baella,

1993; Jackson & Nutt,

Murman,

& Crawford,

Stuebner, Halladay,

McDougall et al., 2009b; Weiss, Post,

1993;
2007;

Pert, Woodward, &

1989).

In the most typical experimental design, adult rats

and mice are given a single pretreatment injection of

amphetamine or apomorphine and are then placed in chambers
that differ according to size, color, and type of bedding.

When adult animals are tested one day later in the same
chamber, or a nearly identical chamber,
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they show a

sensitized response (Battisi et al., 1999a; Battisti,

Uretsky, & Wallace, 1999b; McDougall et al., 2007).
Conversely, when adult rats and mice are tested in a
distinctly different environment they do not exhibit

context-independent behavioral sensitization (Battisti et

al., 2000; Fonatana et al., 1993; Jackson & Nutt,
McDougall et al., 2007, 2009b).

1993;

"One-shot" behavioral

sensitization is typically measured 24 or 48 hr following
pretreatment with a psychostimulant drug. Although

sensitized responding is apparent when tested months after
multiple pretreatment injections of a psychostimulant drug

(Hope, Simmons, Mitchell, Kreuter, & Mattson,

& Kuczenski,

1982),

2006; Leith

the persistence of "one-shot"

behavioral sensitization has never been determined.
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CHAPTER FOUR
BEHAVIORAL SENSITIZATION IN PREWEANLING RATS

The behavioral sensitization of adult and preweanling
rats shows profound ontogenetic differences in terms of
robustness of the sensitized response,

longevity, and the

role of environmental conditioning. Preweanling rats show
a less robust sensitized response than adults

Kazahaya, Nakashima,

Sato, & Otsuki,

(Fujiwara,

1987; Kolta, Scalzo,

Ali, & Holson, 1990; McDougall, Duke, Bolanos,

1994; McDougall,

& Crawford,

Collins, Karper, Watson, & Crawford,

1999; Ujike, Tsuchida, Akiyama, Fujiwara, & Kuroda,
Zavala, Nazarian, Crawford, & McDougall, 2000),

1995;

and the

sensitized response persists substantially longer in

adults than in young rats

(McDougall et al., 1999; Zavala

et al., 2000).

For example, preweanling rats exhibit "short-term"
behavioral sensitization after a 5-day drug pretreatment
period; however, when tested a week later they did not

show "long-term" behavioral sensitization (McDougall et
al.,

1994,

1999). Additional drug-environment pairings are

required before preweanling rats exhibit a more persistent

sensitized response (Zavala et al., 2000). More
specifically, preweanling rats given 10 pretreatment
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trials showed behavioral sensitization across a 7-day drug

abstinence period (Zavala et al., 2000). Behavioral
sensitization is also more robust when young animals
receive high doses of a psychostimulant drug (Tirelli &

Ferrara, 1997).
Context-specific behavioral sensitization can be

observed in rats by the first to third weeks of life

(Tirelli, 2001a, b; Tirelli & Ferrara,

1997). The

longevity of the drug-context association appears to
increase as the animal matures

(Tirelli, Laviola,

&

Adriani, 2003a). This is evident by the fact that the

drug-context association does not last much longer than a
week in preweanling rats, but can last for many months in

adults

(Tirelli et al., 2003a). Although context-specific

behavioral sensitization is apparent at a fairly young
age, preweanling rats also exhibit context-independent

behavioral sensitization soon after birth (McDougall et
al., 2007; 2009b; Zavala et al.,

2000). When 10-day-old

rats were pretreated with cocaine for 5 or 10 days in
activity chambers or the home cage, rats exhibited

context-independent behavioral sensitization when tested

with cocaine after one abstinence day (McDougall et al.,
2007, 2009b; Zavala et al., 2000).

Interestingly,

preweanling rats that were tested after seven abstinence
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days showed only context-specific sensitization (Zavala et
al., 2000) . Thus, the length of the drug abstinence period
appears to determine whether environmental factors are

important for the expression of behavioral sensitization
-in preweanling rats (Zavala et al., 2000) .

Since preweanling rats exhibit both
context-independent and context-specific behavioral
sensitization,

it is obvious that exposure to

psychostimulant drugs causes the nonassociative

neuroadaptations required for behavioral sensitization
(McDougall et al.,

rats will,

2007). However, because preweanling

in certain circumstances

(e.g., after a long

drug abstinence period), only exhibit context-specific
behavioral sensitization, it appears that associative

processes are able to modify the sensitized responding of
young animals

(McDougall et al., 2007). That being said,

context-independent behavioral sensitization is often very

robust in young rats, suggesting that the inhibitory
mechanisms believed to prevent context-independent
behavioral sensitization (see Anagnostaras et al., 2002)

are not functioning in an adult-like manner during the

preweanling period (McDougall et al., 2007,
Alternatively,

2009b).

the ability of preweanling rats to exhibit

robust context-independent behavioral sensitization may to
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due to an inability to form a context-specific memory of
where the drug was administered (Tirelli et al., 2003a).
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CHAPTER FIVE

ONE-SHOT BEHAVIORAL SENSITIZATION

IN PREWEANLING RATS

As discussed earlier, the "one-shot" procedure seems
to maximize the importance of environmental factors for

adult rats

(White et al., 1998), because adults tested

after one pretreatment trial exhibit context-specific, but

not context-independent, behavioral sensitization
(Battisti et al., 2000; Fontana et al.,

Nutt,

1993; Jackson &

1993; McDougall et al., 2007, 2009b; Weiss et al.,

1989). In contrast, preweanling rats exhibit robust
context-specific and context-independent behavioral
sensitization using the one-shot paradigm (McDougall et

al., 2007, 2009b). For this reason, the one-shot paradigm

has been used to examine whether the importance of
environmental conditioning factors changes across

ontogeny. A primary focus of these studies has been to

determine whether context-specific and context-dependent
sensitization can be dissociated in preweanling rats.

In order to examine the importance of environmental
factors, McDougall and colleagues used one- and

three-trial sensitization procedures. Preweanling rats
exhibited both context-specific and context-independent
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behavioral sensitization even when multiple environments
were used (anesthesia, operant conditioning, and activity

chambers; McDougall et al., 2009b). These results provide
further support that the nonassociative mechanisms
underlying behavioral sensitization are functionally

mature in young rats, but associative processes modulating

the strength of the sensitized response do not operate in
an adult-like manner (McDougall et al., 2009b).

Herbert and colleagues examined whether
context-independent and context-specific one-shot

behavioral sensitization could be dissociated by varying
the pretreatment dose of cocaine
Palmer,

& McDougall,

(Herbert, Der-Ghazarian,

2010). Adult rats are more likely to

show context-independent behavioral sensitization when
administered high doses of a psychostimulant drug

(Browman, Badiani,

& Robinson, 1998a, b), so it was

hypothesized that the context-independent behavioral
sensitization of preweanling rats would only be evident
after a high dose of cocaine. Surprisingly,

the one-trial

context-independent and context-specific behavioral
sensitization of preweanling rats was not differentially

affected by varying the pretreatment dose of cocaine
(Herbert et al., 20,10).
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To further examine if context-specific and
context-independent behavioral sensitization could be
dissociated, Herbert and colleagues assessed the role of

interoceptive and injection cues in modulating the
sensitized responding of preweanling rats. Preweanling

rats were administered isoflurane prior to receiving a

single pretreatment injection of cocaine. Even though they
were anesthetized, preweanling rats exhibited

context-independent behavioral sensitization. The latter

result suggests that interoceptive and injection cues are
not necessary for one-shot context-independent behavioral
sensitization and provide further evidence that

associative processes are not functioning in an adult-like

manner (Herbert et al., 2010).

That being said, associative factors may be difficult
to discern in behavioral sensitization if young rats are

exhibiting the perceptual process of "unitization".

Unitization occurs when young rats treat two separate
stimuli as if they are equivalent because both have been

paired with the same US

(Kraemer, Kraemer,

Smoller, &

Spear, 1989; Lariviere, Chen & Spear, 1990; Molina,
Hoffmann, Serwatka, & Spear, 1991; Spear, Kramer, Molina,

& Smoller,

1988). Unitization can occur across multiple

environmental contexts,

causing the environments to be
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treated as equivalent units (Spear et al., 1988) . For
example,

it is possible that two perceptually distinct

environments (e.g., the pretreatment and test chambers)

will be perceived as components of a single CS or occasion
setter if they are both paired with cocaine

(i.e.,

the US)

(McDougall et al., 2009b). If this explanation is
accurate, preweanling rats exhibit context-independent
behavioral sensitization because they are associating a
unitized environment (i.e.,

the pretreatment/test

contextual complex) with the US
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(i.e., cocaine).

CHAPTER SIX
CONDITIONED ACTIVITY

Conditioned activity occurs when drug-free rats show

an increased behavioral response in an environment where
they had previously received a psychostimulant drug (Barr,

Sharpless, Cooper, Shiff, Paredes,
Beninger & Hahn,

& Bridget,

1983; Gold, Swerdlow,

1983;

& Koob,

1988;

1991). As

Pickens & Crowder,

1967; Stewart & Vezina,

discussed earlier,

conditioned activity is often used to

examine the importance of the drug/environment pairing.
Conditioned activity is typically explained in two ways.

The associative explanation states that conditioned

activity is due to Pavlovian associations that form

between the drug and the environmental context
al.,

(Barr et

1983; Beninger & Hahn, 1983; Pickens & Crowder,

Schiff, 1982; Tilson & Rech,

1967;

1973). Alternatively, a

nonassociative explanation proposes that conditioned

activity is a consequence of drug-treated rats being

unable to habituate to the novel environment
al.,

(Ahmed et

1996).

Pavlovian Conditioning and Conditioned Activity
According to a Pavlovian conditioning explanation,
multiple drug-environment pairings cause cues from the
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environment to elicit the same behavioral response
normally produced by the psychostimulant drug (Ahmed et

al., 1996) . In other words, rats exhibit hyperactivity on
the test day because the environment is perceived to take

on aspects of the psychostimulant (Ahmed, Stinus,
.
1998)

Michel and Tirelli

& Cador,

(2002) have provided support for

the Pavlovian explanation, because they showed that the

strength of conditioned activity is a function of the
intensity of the US

(dose of cocaine). More specifically,

mice pretreated with higher doses of cocaine showed

increased levels of hyperlocomotion when compared to mice

that were pretreated with lower doses of the drug. These
results show a clear dose- dependent effect,

thus

supporting the idea that the strength of conditioned
activity is a function of the intensity of the US (Michel

& Tirelli,

2002) . Another study conducted by Tirelli and

colleagues provided further support for the Pavlovian

explanation since they showed that the amplitude of the CR
is a function of the number of US-CS

(cocaine-context)

pairings. For example, rats injected with cocaine in the

same environment for 6 or 12 days showed a greater

locomotor response than rats given only 3 injections
(Michel, Tambour, & Tirelli, 2003).
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Although a logical explanation, data from various
laboratories suggest that either Pavlovian mechanisms are

not sufficient to explain conditioned activity or the

nature of the Pavlovian conditioning differ between
nondrug and drug paradigms

(i.e., when a psychostimulant

drug serves as the US many effects characteristic of
Pavlovian conditioning, such as conditioned freezing, are

not observed). The following findings are inconsistent
with a classic Pavlovian explanation. First, Pavlovian
conditioning appears to be insufficient to explain

conditioned activity because changing the temporal order
of the drug-context pairing does not affect conditioned

activity (Ahmed et al., 1998). In other words,

if rats are

exposed to the drug prior to being placed in the
environmental context then conditioned activity is still

induced (Ahmed et al., 1998). Second, the strength of the
conditioned activity response is not affected by
administering the drug in the absence of environmental

cues

(Ahmed et al., 1998).

Nonassociative Explanations of
Conditioned Activity

The habituation and dishabituation hypotheses are two
nonassociative explanations of conditioned activity. The

habituation hypothesis predicts that the hyperactivity
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observed on the test day is identical to the hyperactivity
that occurs when an animal is placed in a novel

environment (Ahmed et al., 1996). In essence, the animal
exhibits hyperactivity on the test day because the drug

did not allow it to habituate to the novel environment
(Damianopouls & Carey,

1992a, b; Gold et al., 1988).

As predicted by the habituation hypothesis,
conditioned activity does not develop in a previously
habituated environment (Ahmed et al., 1996). The

habituation hypothesis is further supported by the finding

that the conditioned activity exhibited on the test day is
similar to the hyperactivity shown by rats given their
first pairing in a novel environment

Moal, & Stinus,

(Ahmed, Cador, Le

1995; Ahmed, Stinus, Le Moal & Cador,

1993; Brown & Fibiger,

1993; Gold et al., 1988) . Also, the

time it takes for a rat to habituate to a novel

environment is similar to the time it takes for
conditioned activity to extinguish (Ahmed et al., 1995).
There is evidence that contradicts the validity of

the habituation hypothesis. First, Tirelli and Terry

(1998) employed special procedures designed to minimize
behavioral habituation. In this circumstance, rats

receiving daily amphetamine-environment pairings exhibited

more conditioned activity than rats experiencing the test
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environment for the first time

(Tirelli & Terry,

1998) .

Second, using a different methodology Ahmed et al.

(1996)

showed that conditioned activity can occur in a previously
habituated environment. The latter experiment suggests
that conditioned activity is not the result of failure to
habituate to a novel environment, although it remains

possible that conditioned activity is a result of other
nonassociative factors

(Ahmed et al., 1996).

A second, nonassociative explanation postulates that
conditioned activity is due to dishabituation (Ahmed et

al.,

1996). Dishabituation is when a habituated response

does not occur because of the presentation of an intense
and novel stimulus. The effects of this novel,

stimulus lessen over multiple exposures

Thompson,

1970; Hinde, 1970; Mackintosh,

intense

(Groves &

1987; Thompson &

Spencer, 1966). If the psychostimulant acts like a
dishabituating stimulus,

then conditioned activity should

decrease with multiple pairings

(Ahmed et al.,

latter result was not found, however,

1996) . The

suggesting that

conditioned activity is not the result of dishabituation

(Ahmed et al., 1996).
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Conclusion
In conclusion,

conditioned activity is typically

explained via either Pavlovian conditioning- or the

habituation hypothesis. Evidence from the literature

suggests that Pavlovian conditioning is the more plausible

explanation. In general,

conditioned activity adheres to

Pavlovian laws. For example, when dose (Michel & Tirelli,
2002) , and the frequency of US-CS pairings
2003)

(Michel et al.,

are increased, conditioned activity becomes more

robust. Also, conditioned activity is believed to be
anticipatory in nature (Tirelli & Terry, 1998), this would

not be the case if the habituation hypothesis was
accurate. Although there are discrepancies with the
Pavlovian explanation (see above), Tirelli and colleagues
propose that this is due to the use of inappropriate

experimental parameters

(Michel et al., 2003). Ahmed and

colleagues also address the contradictory results stating

that the Pavlovian conditioning explanation can be neither
confirmed nor disconfirmed until more is known about the

nature of the US

(Ahmed et al., 1998). Taking this into

consideration, the Pavlovian conditioning explanation
appears to be the most plausible explanation for
conditioned activity.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONDITIONED ACTIVITY IN PREWEANLING RATS

While preweanling rats are able to exhibit both
context- specific and context-independent behavioral

sensitization (Tirelli et al.,

2003a),

conditioned

activity is very difficult to observe in young animals
(McDougall et al.,

1999,

2007; Tirelli & Ferrara,

Wood, Tirelli, Snyder, Heyser, LaRocca,

1997;

& Spear, 1998;

Zavala et al., 2000). For example, preweanling rats were

given 10 daily injections of cocaine or saline prior to

being placed in novel activity chambers. When injected
with saline on the test day (seven days after drug
discontinuation) preweanling rats did not exhibit
conditioned activity (Zavala et al., 2000). Similar

results were obtained when preweanling rats were tested
one day after a single injection of cocaine

(McDougall et

al., 2007).

It is commonly believed that associative excitation
is a necessary mechanism underlying conditioned activity

(McDougall et al., 2007). Therefore,

the inability of

preweanling rats to exhibit conditioned activity may be
due to an associative deficit, whereby the drug-paired

environmental context is unable to elicit locomotor
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activity (McDougall et al., 2007). This conclusion is

consistent with the sensitization literature, because the
ability of young rats to exhibit robust
context-independent behavioral sensitization suggests that

associative processes are not functioning in an adult-like

manner (McDougall et al., 2007, 2009b). In essence,

the

inability of preweanling rats to exhibit conditioned
activity may be an example of a more general phenomenon

involving associative deficits during early ontogeny. Only
one study has attempted to assess one-trial conditioned
activity in preweanling rats

(see McDougall et al., 2007),

so a goal of this thesis is to further examine whether it

is possible to induce one-shot conditioned activity in

young animals.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
OVERVIEW

As discussed earlier, there are two general models

that explain behavioral sensitization. One model states
that behavioral sensitization is the result of
neuroadaptations caused by multiple exposures to a
psychostimulant drug (Kalivas & Stewart,

1991; Kuczenski

et al., 1982) . A second model proposes that behavioral
sensitization is due to cellular changes that are capable

of being modified by associative processes

(Anagnostaras

et al., 2002) .

Young rats are able to exhibit behavioral
sensitization soon after birth,

indicating that the

psychostimulant-induced neuroadaptations necessary for
behavioral sensitization can occur during early ontogeny

(McDougall et al., 1994, 1999; Zavala et al., 2000). The
behavioral sensitization exhibited by preweanling and
adult rats differ, however, because only preweanling rats

show robust context-independent one-trial behavioral
sensitization. The one-shot procedure is believed to
increase the relative importance of environmental cues
(White et al., 1998), thus the latter finding suggests

that the associative processes modulating behavioral
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sensitization do not function in an adult-like manner

during the preweanling period (McDougall et al., 2009b).

Specifically, the inhibitory mechanisms that prevent
one-shot context-independent behavioral sensitization from
occurring are not functioning in an adult- like manner in

young rats

(McDougall et al., 2007).

Conditioned activity, a phenomenon closely related to

behavioral sensitization, is typically explained via
Pavlovian conditioning or nonassociative habituation. The

Pavlovian conditioning explanation proposes that rats
exhibit hyperactivity on the test day because the

environment is perceived to take on aspects of the drug
(Ahmed et al., 1996). The habituation hypothesis
postulates that conditioned activity occurs because

animals treated with psychostimulant drugs are unable to

habituate to the environment and show a novelty-like
response to the activity chamber on the test day (Ahmed et

al., 1996; Damianopouls & Carey,

1992a, b; Gold et al.,

1988). In general, the Pavlovian explanation seems to be

correct, although there are a number of discrepant

findings. Interestingly, preweanling rats do not typically
exhibit conditioned activity,

suggesting that associative

processes are not functioning in an adult-like fashion

during this ontogenetic period.
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Past research has attempted to dissociate
context-specific and context-independent one-shot
behavioral sensitization in preweanling rats by
administering high doses of a psychostimulant drug
(Herbert et al.,

2010). However, an attempt to dissociate

one-trial context-specific and context-independent
sensitization based on longevity of the sensitized
response has not been attempted. For example,

it is

possible that context-specific behavioral sensitization

will show greater persistence than context-independent
sensitization. Also,

longevity of one-trial conditioned

activity has not been measured in adults. Finally, only a
single experiment has attempted to establish one-shot
conditioned activity in young rats; therefore,

I intend to

more fully examine whether it is possible to induce

one-trial conditioned activity during the preweanling
period.

Thesis

One of the purposes of this thesis is to determine
the persistence of context-dependent and
context-independent behavioral sensitization in
preweanling

(PD 19) rats. The persistence of one-shot

conditioned activity will also be tested in adult and
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preweanling rats. In all experiments, a single
pretreatment injection of cocaine will be given in either

the home cage (context-independent condition)

or a novel

test chamber (the context-dependent condition). In
Experiment 1, the persistence of context-specific and
context-independent one-trial behavioral sensitization
will be assessed after 1, 3,

days

5,

(i.e., on PD 20, 22, 24,

7,

26,

15,

or 61 abstinence

33, or 80). It is

hypothesized that preweanling rats in the context-specific
group will exhibit a more persistent sensitized response

than rats in the context-independent group. This finding

will indicate that context-specific and

context-independent sensitization are dissociable, perhaps

due to the influence of associative processes.
In Experiment 2, adult and preweanling rats will be

injected with saline or cocaine in either the home cage
(context-independent condition) or a novel test chamber
(the context-specific condition). One day later, rats will
receive an injection of saline and conditioned activity

will be assessed. It is predicted that both preweanling
and adult rats will exhibit context-specific conditioned
activity.

In Experiment 3, the persistence of one-trial
conditioned activity will be assessed in adult rats after
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1, 3, or 5 abstinence days. It is hypothesized that
conditioned activity will be apparent in adult rats for

all five abstinence days, although the strength of the
conditioned activity response will decline across days. It

is also predicted that conditioned activity will only be
exhibited in the context-specific condition.

Finally, if preweanling rats are able to exhibit
conditioned activity in Experiment 2 then the persistence

of conditioned activity will be assessed in Experiment 4.

It is predicted that context-specific conditioned activity
will persist for two days in preweanling rats. Preweanling
rats should only exhibit conditioned activity in the

context-specific condition unless the process of

unitization is at work. If rats are unitizing the

environment then preweanling rats in both the
context-specific and context-independent conditions will

show conditioned activity. I am predicting that the
unitization phenomenon will extend to conditioned
activity.
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CHAPTER NINE

GENERAL METHODS

Subjects

Subjects were 288 rats of Sprague-Dawley descent
(Charles River, Hollister, CA, USA), born and raised at

California State University, San Bernardino (CSUSB).
Litters were culled to ten pups at 3 days of age. Rats

were weaned at PD 24 and were kept with same-sex
littermates. Both young and adult rats were housed on
racks in large polycarbonate maternity cages

(56 x 34 x 22

cm) with wire lids and Tek-Fresh® bedding (Harlan,
Indianapolis,

IN, USA). Food and water was freely

available. The colony was maintained at 22-24°C and kept

under a 12 L: 12 D cycle, with behavioral testing
occurring during the light phase of the cycle. Subjects
were cared for in accordance with the National Institutes

of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals

(NIH Publications No. 80-23) under a research protocol

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee of CSUSB.

Apparatus

Behavioral testing was done in commercially available
activity monitoring chambers (Coulbourn Instruments,
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Allentown,

PA, USA), housed in a testing room separate

from the animal colony. The activity chambers had acrylic
walls, a gray plastic floor, and an open top. Each chamber

included an X-Y photobeam array, with 16 photocells and

detectors that were used to measure horizontal locomotor
activity (distance traveled). The position of each rat was
determined every 100 ms. To somewhat control for
differences in body size, rats tested on PD 19-33 were

placed in smaller-sized chambers
rats tested on PD 80

(26 x 26 x 41 cm)

than

(41 x 41 x 41 cm). In all other

regards, the different sized chambers were identical to
each other.

Drugs

(-)- Cocaine hydrochloride (Sigma, St. Louis, MO,
USA) was dissolved in saline and injected
intraperitoneally (IP) at differing volumes depending on

age (PD 19-24, 5 ml/kg; PD 26-33, 2.5 ml/kg; PD 80,

1 ml/kg).

Statistical Analysis
Subjects were randomly assigned to groups, with no

more than one subject per litter being placed in a

particular group. Whenever possible, all treatment groups
of a given age included one rat from the same litter. Care
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was taken to ensure that all treatment groups included an

equal, or near equal, number of male and female rats.
Multifactor analyses of variance

(ANOVAs) were used for

the statistical analysis of behavioral data at each age.

When required, significant higher-order interactions were
further analyzed using one- or two-way ANOVAs. When the
assumption of sphericity was violated, Greenhouse-Geisser

corrections were used (denoted by superscript 'a').
For analyses involving preweanling rats

(i.e.,

PD 19-24),

litter was used as the unit of analysis

(Zorrilla,

1997). With this statistical model each litter,

rather than each rat, was treated as an independent
observation (i.e., a within analysis using one value per

condition per litter). When the experimental design

necessitated more than one subject per litter per group
(e.g., analyses of the training phase), a single litter
mean was calculated for each treatment group (Holson &
Pearce,

1992; Zorrilla,

1997). Preliminary between-subject

analyses indicated that none of the sex main effects or

sex x group interactions were statistically significant.
Therefore, the within-subject statistical analyses were
collapsed over the sex variable.
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CHAPTER TEN

EXPERIMENT 1

The first experiment was conducted in order to
determine whether context-specific and context-independent
one-shot behavioral sensitization could be disassociated

by examining the persistence of the sensitized response in

preweanling rats. It was hypothesized that preweanling
rats in the context-specific group would exhibit a more
persistent sensitized response than rats in the
context-independent group. This finding would indicate

that context-specific and context-independent
sensitization are dissociable, perhaps due to the

influence of associative processes .

Procedure

On PD 19, male and female rats

(N = 144) were

randomly assigned to one of three training conditions. In
the Test- Control group, rats were given saline injections

both immediately prior to being placed in the test chamber
and 30 min after being returned to the home cage. In the
Cocaine-Home group, rats were injected with saline before

being placed in the test chamber and then were injected
with cocaine (30 mg/kg, IP)

30 min after being returned to

the home cage. In the Cocaine-Test group, rats were
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injected with cocaine

(30 mg/kg,

IP) before being placed

in the test chamber and then were injected with saline
30 min after being returned to the home cage. The training
phase occurred on a single day, with distance traveled

being measured in the test chamber for 30 min. To

determine the persistence of behavioral sensitization,
separate subsets of rats were injected with cocaine

(20 mg/kg,
3, 5,

IP) on PD 20, 22,

24,

26,

33, or 80

(after 1,

7, 15, or 61 abstinence days). After being injected,

rats were placed in the test chamber where distance
traveled was measured for 60 min.

Design and Statistical Analysis
Experiment 1 used a 3 x 6

(pretreatment group x

abstinence day) design, with the independent variables

being pretreatment group (Test-Control, Cocaine-Home, and
Cocaine-Test)

and abstinence day (PD 20,

PD 22, PD 24, PD

26, PD 33 or PD 80). The dependent variable was distance

traveled. Conditioning day data were analyzed using a 2 x
6

[drug x 5-min time block] within-subjects ANOVA; while

test day data were analyzed using two 3 x 3 x 12
[pretreatment group x abstinence day x 5-min time block]

ANOVAs (PD 20, PD 22, PD 24 and PD 26, PD 33,
analyzed separately).
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PD 80 were

Results
Conditioning Day (PD 19)

On the conditioning day (PD 19), cocaine-treated rats
(M = 8,068 cm, SEM = ±242) had greater distance traveled
<

scores than saline-treated rats

(Figure 1)

(M = 2,532 cm, SEM = +133)

[drug main effect, F(l, 51)

= 433.67,

p < .001]. Distance traveled scores declined across the

min
30-

testing session [time block main effect,

F(5, 255)

= 42.11, p < .001], but this decline did not

vary according to drug group [drug x time block
interaction, p > .05].

Test Day (PD 20 through PD 80)
Preweanling rats that were given a test day injection

of cocaine on PD 20 exhibited a sensitized locomotor
response regardless of which environment

(i.e., home or

test chamber) was paired with cocaine on the conditioning
day (upper left graph, Figure 2). Preweanling rats in the

Cocaine-Test and Cocaine-Home groups had greater distance
traveled scores on the test day than rats given an acute
injection of cocaine (i.e., the Test- Control group)
[condition main effect,

F(2,

16)

= 17.99, p < .001].

On PD 22, preweanling rats again showed robust
behavioral sensitization (middle left graph, Figure 2),

with the Cocaine-Test and Cocaine-Home groups having
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greater distance traveled scores than the Test-Control
group

[condition main effect,

F(3, 21)

= 30.58, p < .001].

Significant differences between the Cocaine-Test and
Test-Control groups were apparent on time blocks 7-12,

whereas the Cocaine-Home and Test-Control groups differed
on time blocks 5-12

F(33, 231)

[condition x time block interaction,

= 3.72, p < .001]. Interestingly, rats in the

Cocaine-Home group had greater distance traveled scores
than rats in the Cocaine-Test group on PD 22, with
significant differences between the Cocaine-Home and

Cocaine-Test groups occurring on time blocks 5,

6, and 9.

As expected, rats injected with saline on the test day

(i.e., the Test-Control group) exhibited comparatively low
levels of locomotor activity on PD 22.

When tested after five drug abstinence days

(i.e., on

PD 24), preweanling rats still exhibited sensitized
responding on time blocks 5 and 6, because preweanling

rats in the Cocaine-Home and Cocaine-Test groups had

greater distance traveled scores than the Test-Control
group (lower left graph, Figure 1)

[condition main effect,

F(2, 16) = 4.26, p < .05; condition x time block

interaction,

F(22, 176) = 2.11, p < .01],

When challenged with cocaine following 7 or 14 drug

abstinence days

(i.e., on PD 26 or PD 33)
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there was no

difference in distance traveled between the Test-Control
or Cocaine groups on any of the time blocks

.05]. In

[p >

other words there was no evidence of context-dependent or
context-independent behavioral sensitization on PD 26 or

PD 33

(Figure 2).

When assessed on PD 80,

female rats exhibited,

substantially more locomotor activity than male rats when

challenged with 20 mg/kg cocaine

F(l,

61)

[sex main effect,

= 36.80, p < .001]. In addition,

the Cocaine-Test

group had greater distance traveled scores when compared

to the Test-Control group
F(3,

61)

[condition main effect,

= 23.73, p < .001, and Tukey tests]. These data

suggest that sensitized responding may reemerge later in
adulthood (lower right graph, Figure 2). This reemergence

of sensitized responding was only apparent when the
saline-only group was included in the statistical

analysis. The main effect and interaction involving the
condition variable did not approach statistical

significance when the cocaine-challenged groups were
analyzed separately from the saline-only group

Using a broader dose range of cocaine (10,

[p > 0.2].
20, or

30 mg/kg), an additional experiment was conducted to
determine whether sensitized responding would reemerge in
adulthood. Overall, adult female rats had greater distance
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traveled scores than male rats on the test day (compare

left and right panels, Figure 3)
F(l,

131)

[sex main effect,

= 42.70, p < .001]. Also, both male and female

rats exhibited greater distance traveled scores when
challenged with higher (20 or 30 mg/kg)

(10 mg/kg) doses of cocaine
F(2,

131)

rather than lower

[test dose main effect,

= 23.55, p < .001]. Importantly, behavioral

sensitization was not apparent in male and female rats

pretreated with cocaine on PD 19 and tested with cocaine

on PD 80, regardless of whether rats were challenged with
10, 20, or 30 mg/kg cocaine (Figure 3). Not surprisingly,
a separate ANOVA showed that male and female rats

pretreated with saline and then challenged with saline on
the test day had smaller distance traveled scores than

rats challenged with cocaine (10, 20, or 30 mg/kg) on the
test day (Figure 3)

F(3,

158)

[condition main effect,

= 17.87, p < .001]. The results from the first

experiment of my thesis were published in 2009

(see

McDougall, Charntikov, Cortez, Amodeo, Martinez,
Crawford,

2009a).
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&

Pretreatment Day

Figure 1. Mean distance traveled scores
given an injection of cocaine (30 mg/kg,

(+SEM)
IP)

of rats

or saline on

conditioning day (PD 19). Behavioral testing lasted
30 min. The inset show mean distance traveled collapsed

across time blocks 1-6. Filled triangles = cocaine; empty
circles - saline. aSignificantly different from the saline

group (p < .05).
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Figure 2

given a challenge injection of cocaine
various postnatal days

(20 mg/kg, IP)

(PD). Behavioral testing lasted

60 min. The inset shows mean distance traveled collapsed

across time blocks 1-12. Filled squares = COC-Test; filled
triangles = COC-Home; empty circles = Test-Control; empty

triangles = Saline-Only. aSignificantly different from the
Test-Control group (p < .05). bSignificantly different

from the COC-Test group (p < .05).
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female rats given a challenge injection of cocaine

(10,

20, or 30 mg/kg) on PD 80. Data shown are collapsed across
the 60-min testing session. aSignificantly different from
cocaine- challenged rats

(p < .05).
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
EXPERIMENT 2a

The second experiment was conducted in order to

determine whether one-trial conditioned activity could be
induced in preweanling rats. It was predicted that

preweanling rats would exhibit context-specific
conditioned activity.

Procedure

On PD 19, rats

(N = 48) were randomly assigned to one

of three training conditions. In the Test-Control group,
rats were given saline injections both immediately prior

to being placed in the test chamber and 30 min after being
returned to the home cage. In the Cocaine-Home group, rats
were injected with saline before being placed in the test

chamber and then were injected with cocaine

(30 mg/kg, IP)

30 min after being returned to the home cage. In the

Cocaine-Test group, rats were injected with cocaine

(30 mg/kg,

IP) before being placed in the test chamber and

then were injected with saline 30 min after being returned

to the home cage. The training phase occurred on a single
day, with distance traveled measured in the test chamber

for 60 min. On the test day, rats were injected with
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saline and placed in the test chamber where distance
traveled was measured for 90 min.

Design and Statistical Analysis
In Experiment 2a, the independent variable was
pretreatment group

(Test-Control, Cocaine-Home,

and

Cocaine-Test). The dependent variable was distance

traveled. Conditioning day data were analyzed using a 2 x
12

[drug x 5-min time block]

within-subject ANOVA, while

test day data were analyzed using a 3 x 18

[pretreatment

group x 5-min time block] within-subject ANOVA.

Results
Conditioning Day (PD 19)

On the conditioning day, preweanling rats

(PD 19)

that were treated with cocaine (M = 15,424 cm,
SEM = +1507) had greater distance traveled scores than
saline-treated rats

(M = 5,199 cm, SEM = ±655)

[drug main effect, F(l, 7)

(Figure 4)

= 32.33, p < .001]. Distance

traveled scores declined across the 60-min testing session

[time block main effect,
however,

F(ll,

77)

= 18.11, p < .001];

this decline did not vary according to drug group

[drug x time block interaction, p > .05].
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Test Day (PD 20)
On PD 20, preweanling rats in the Cocaine-Test and
Cocaine-Home groups did not have greater distance traveled
scores than the Test-Control group (Figure 5).
Surprisingly,

the Cocaine-Test group had significantly

higher locomotor activity than the Cocaine-Home group

[pretreatment group main effect, F(2, 14)
p < -05] .
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= 8.14,

Pretreatment Day

5-MinTime Blocks
Figure 4. Mean distance traveled scores

given an injection of cocaine

(30 mg/kg,

(±SEM) of rats
IP)

or saline on

the conditioning day (PD 19). Behavioral testing lasted
60 min. The inset shows mean distance traveled collapsed
across time blocks 1-12. Filled triangles = cocaine; empty

circles = saline. Significantly different from the saline

group (p < .05).
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Test Day

5-Min Time Blocks
Figure 5. Mean distance traveled scores

(±SEM) of rats

given an injection of saline on postnatal day (PD)

20.

Behavioral testing lasted 90 min. The inset shows mean

distance traveled collapsed across time blocks 1-18.
Filled squares = COC-Test; filled triangles = COC-Home;

empty circles = Test-Control. aSignificantly different

from the Cocaine-Home group (p < .05).

Experiment 2b
The second experiment was conducted in order to
determine whether one-trial conditioned activity could be
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induced in adult rats. It was predicted that adult rats

would exhibit context-specific conditioned activity.
Procedure

On PD 79, rats

(N = 24) were randomly assigned to one

of three training conditions. In the Test-Control group,

rats were given saline injections both immediately prior
to being placed in the test chamber and 30 min after being
returned to the home cage. In the Cocaine-Home group, rats

were injected with saline before being placed in the test

chamber and then were injected with cocaine

(30 mg/kg, IP)

30 min after being returned to the home cage. In the

Cocaine-Test group, rats were injected with cocaine
(30 mg/kg,

IP) before being placed in the test chamber and

then were injected with saline 30 min after being returned

to the home cage. The training phase occurred on a single
day, with distance traveled measured in the test chamber

for 60 min. On the test day, rats were injected with
saline and placed in the test chamber where distance
traveled was measured for 90 min.

Design and Statistical Analysis
In Experiment 2b, the independent variable was
pretreatment group (Test-Control, Cocaine-Home, and

Cocaine-Test)

and the dependent variable was distance

traveled. Conditioning day data were analyzed using a 2 x
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12

[drug x 5-min time block] mixed ANOVA (time is a within

factor), while test day data were analyzed using a 3 x 18
[pretreatment group x 5-min time block] mixed ANOVA.

Results
Conditioning Day (PD 79)

On the conditioning day (PD 79), rats that were

treated with cocaine

(M = 36,641 cm, SEM = +3,470) had

greater distance traveled scores than saline-treated rats

(M = 10,324 cm, SEM = ±1,155)
effect, F(l, 22)

(Figure 6)

[drug main

= 79.21, p < .001]. Distance traveled

scores declined across the 60-min testing session [atime

block main effect, F(4, 102)

= 28.6, p < .001],with this

decline varying according to drug group [adrug x time

block interaction, F(4, 102)

= 9.29, p < .001]. Tukey HSD

post hoc tests showed that there was a significant

difference between the cocaine and saline pretreatment

groups on time blocks 2-12.

Test Day (PD 80)
When tested on PD 80, adult rats given a pretreatment

injection of cocaine in the test chamber exhibited
conditioned activity (see Figure 7). Rats in the

Cocaine-Test group had greater distance traveled scores
than the Cocaine-Home and Test-Control groups
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[pretreatment group main effect, F(2, 21)
p < .05]. Specifically,

= 3.93,

there was a significant difference

between the Cocaine-Test group and Test-Control groups on
time blocks 8-10, and a significant difference between the

Cocaine-Test and the Cocaine-Home group on time block 10
[atime x pretreatment group interaction,

F(ll, 118)

- 2.25, p < .05, and Tukey tests].
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Pretreatment Day

5-Min Time Blocks
Figure 6. Mean distance traveled scores

given an injection of cocaine

(30 mg/kg,

(+SEM) of rats
IP)

or saline on

the conditioning day (PD 79). Behavioral testing lasted
60 min. The inset shows mean distance traveled collapsed

across time blocks 1-12. Filled triangles = cocaine; empty
circles = saline. aSignificantly different from the saline
group

(p < .05).
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Test Day

5-Min Time Blocks
Figure 7. Mean distance traveled scores

(+SEM)

of rats

given an injection of saline on postnatal day (PD)

80.

Behavioral testing lasted 90 min. The inset shows mean

distance traveled collapsed across time blocks 1-12.
Filled squares = COC-Test; filled triangles = COC-Home;

empty circles = Test-Control; empty
triangles = Saline-Only. Significantly different from the

Test-Control group (p < .05). bSignificantly different

from the COC-Home group (p < .05).
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CHAPTER TWELVE
EXPERIMENT 3

The third experiment was conducted in order to
examine the persistence of one-shot conditioned activity

in adult rats. It was hypothesized that conditioned

activity would be apparent in adult rats for all five
abstinence days, although the strength of the conditioned
activity response would decline across days. It was also

predicted that conditioned activity would only be
exhibited in the context-specific condition.

Procedure
On PD 79, rats (N = 72) were randomly assigned to one
of three training conditions.

In the Test-Control group,

rats were given saline injections both immediately prior
to being placed in the test chamber and 30 min after being
returned to the home cage. In the Cocaine-Home group, rats
were injected with saline before being placed in the test

chamber and then were injected with cocaine (30 mg/kg, IP)
30 min after being returned to the home cage. In the

Cocaine-Test group, rats were injected with cocaine

(30 mg/kg,

IP) before being placed in the test chamber and

then were injected with saline 30 min after being returned

to the home cage. The training phase occurred on a single
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day, with distance traveled being measured in the test
chamber for 60 min.
To determine the persistence of conditioned activity,

separate subsets of adult rats were injected with saline

on the test day PD 83, PD 85, or PD 87

(after 3, 5, or 7

abstinence days). After being injected, rats were placed

in the test chamber where distance traveled was measured
for 90 min.

Design and Statistical Analysis
Experiment 3 used a 3 x 3

(pretreatment group x

abstinence days) design, with the independent variables
being pretreatment group (Test-Control,

Cocaine-Home,

and

Cocaine-Test),and abstinence days (PD 83, PD 85, and PD

87), The dependent variable was distance traveled.
Conditioning day data were analyzed using a 2 x 12

5min

[drug x

time block] mixed ANOVA (time is a within factor),

while test day data were analyzed using a 3 x 3 x 18
[pretreatment group x abstinence day x 5-min time block]

mixed ANOVA (time is a within factor).

Results
Conditioning Day (PD 79)

On the conditioning day (PD 79), cocaine-treated rats

(M = 34,426 cm, SEM = ±3,147) had greater distance
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traveled scores than saline-treated rats
SEM = ±1,010)

[drug main effect, F(l,

70)

(M = 9,753 cm,

= 143.95,

p < .001](see Figure 8). Distance traveled scores declined

across the 30-min testing session [atime block main
effect,

F(6,

770)

= 57.11, p < .001], this decline varied

according to drug group
F(6, 770)

[adrug x time block interaction,

= 9.47, p < .001]. Tukey HSD post hoc tests

showed that there was a significant difference between the
cocaine and saline pretreatment groups on time blocks

12
2-

.

Test Day (PD 83, PD 85 or PD 87)
An omnibus ANOVA showed that distance traveled scores
declined across time blocks
effect,

F(9, 572.33)

(Figure 9)

[a time block main

= 122.45, p < .001]. Rats in the

Cocaine-Test group had greater distance traveled score
than the other groups when data were collapsed across the

three test days

(i.e., PD 83,

PD 85, and PD 89)

[pretreatment group main effect, F(2,

63)

= 15.26,

p < .001.

Separate statistical analyses were used to determine

whether conditioned activity was evident on all three-test
days

(i.e., PD 83, PD 85, and PD 87). On PD 83, adult rats

in the Cocaine-Test group had greater distance traveled
scores on the test day than rats in the Cocaine-Home or
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Test-Control groups

group main effect,

(upper graph, Figure 9)[pretreatment
F(2,

21)

= 16.44, p < .001]. On PD 85,

adult rats still showed conditioned activity (middle
graph, Figure 9), with the Cocaine-Test group having

greater distance traveled scores than the Cocaine-Home and

Test-Control groups
F(2, 21)

[pretreatment group main effect,

= 4.87, p < .05]. However, when tested on PD 87

adult rats did not show conditioned activity, because the
Cocaine-Test group did not significantly differ from the
Test-Control group

(lower graph, Figure 9). Distance

traveled scores declined across testing sessions on all
three test days

F(6, 131)
F(7,

162)

F(5, 122)

[PD 83, aTime main effect,

= 43.99, P < .001; PD 85, aTime main effect,
= 34.53, P <

.0 01; and PD 87, aTime main effect,

= 47.99, P < . 001]
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Pretreatment Day

5-Min Time Blocks
Figure 8. Mean distance traveled scores

(+SEM)

given an injection of cocaine(30 mg/kg,

IP)

of rats

or saline on

the conditioning day (PD 79). Behavioral testing lasted
60 min. The inset shows mean distance traveled collapsed

across time blocks 1-12. Filled triangles = cocaine group;
empty circles = saline group. Significantly different
from the saline group (p <

.05).
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Figure 9. Mean distance traveled scores (+SEM) of rats given

a challenge injection of saline on various postnatal days
(PD). Behavioral testing lasted 90 min. The inset shows mean
distance traveled collapsed across time blocks 1-18. Filled

squares = COC-Test; filled triangles = COC-Home; empty
circles = Test-Control. Significantly different from the

Test-Control group (p < .05).
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
DISCUSSION

Using the one-shot behavioral sensitization paradigm,
preweanling rats showed both context-specific and contextindependent behavioral sensitization (see also Herbert et

al.,

2010; McDougall et al., 2007, 2009b). Preweanling

rats exhibited robust sensitized responding when locomotor
activity was assessed one and three days after cocaine

pretreatment. In fact, rats in the context-independent

situation (i.e., the Coc-Home group)

showed a greater

sensitized response than rats in the context-specific
situation (i.e.,

Coc-Test group) when assessed after three

days. Behavioral sensitization persisted for only five

days after cocaine pretreatment (until PD 24)

in both the

context-independent and the context-specific conditions,
because a sensitized response was not observed on PD 26 or

PD 33

(i.e., 7 or 14 days after cocaine pretreatment).
The latter results lead to two general conclusions.

First, a single pretreatment injection of cocaine in

either the home cage or novel test chamber is sufficient
to induce a sensitized response in the preweanling rat.
Second,

context-specific and context-independent one-shot

behavioral sensitization cannot be disassociated by
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examining the persistence of the sensitized response. More
specifically,

the longevity of behavioral sensitization

declined at the same rate in the context-independent and

context-specific situations. The inability of
preadolescent and adolescent rats

(i.e., PD 26 and PD 33)

to exhibit a sensitized response was not a problem of

expression, because rats conditioned on PD 28 and tested

on PD 29 exhibit robust behavioral sensitization (Caster,
Walker,

& Kuhn, 2007).

Adult rats and mice given a single dose of cocaine in

the home environment do not exhibit context-independent

behavioral sensitization (Battisti et al.,

Drew & Glick, 1988; Fontana et al.,

2000;

1993; Jackson & Nutt,"

1993; McDougall et al., 2007; Weiss et al.,
contrast,

1999a,

1989) . In

results from this thesis show that preweanling

rats given a single pretreatment injection of cocaine in

the home environment exhibit robust context-independent
behavioral sensitization (Figure 2). A possible
explanation for the latter result is that associative

processes modulating behavioral sensitization may be
overwhelmed by the administration of a high dose of

cocaine (30 mg/kg) on the conditioning day (Browman et
al.,

1998a, b). This effect would have to be unique to

young animals, however, because adult rats given an even
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higher dose of cocaine

(40 mg/kg), do not show one-trial

context-independent sensitization (Fontana et al., 1993;

Weiss et al.,

1989).

The ability of preweanling rats to exhibit
context-independent one-trial behavioral sensitization may
also be explained by the perceptual process of

"unitization". As discussed earlier, unitization occurs

when young rats treat two separate stimuli as if they are

equivalent because both stimuli have been paired with the
same US

(Kraemer et al.,

1989; Lariviere et al.,

1990;

Molina et al., 1991; Spear et al., 1988). Unitization can
occur across multiple environmental contexts, causing the

environments to be treated as equivalent units
al.,

(Spear et

1988). If this explanation is accurate, preweanling

rats exhibit context-independent behavioral sensitization
because they are associating a unitized environment

[i.e.,

the pretreatment/test (home cage/activity chamber)
contextual complex]

with the US (i.e., cocaine). This

explanation does not appear to be sufficient, however,

because the Cocaine-Home group showed more robust
locomotor activity than the Cocaine-Test group after three
abstinence days

(Figure 2).

Alternatively, according to Anagnostaras et al.

(2002) adult rats do not exhibit context-independent
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behavioral sensitization because inhibitory conditioning

prevents the expression of behavioral sensitization in an

environment not previously paired with the psychostimulant
(Anagnostaras et al., 2002; Stewart & Vezina,

1991). This

inhibitory associative process or, more precisely,

the

lack of inhibitory conditioning could explain why
preweanling rats show context-independent behavioral

sensitization. Specifically,

if preweanling rats are

incapable of inhibitory conditioning after a single
environment-drug pairing, then it would be predicted that

they should show robust behavioral sensitization in both

the context-specific and context-independent conditions.

Thus, the fact that preweanling rats do exhibit
context-independent behavioral sensitization may be
indicative of an associative learning deficit involving

inhibitory conditioning.

Lastly, a fourth explanation for why preweanling rats
show both context-specific and context-independent is that

young rats may be unable to create a "context-specific
memory". As discussed in previous chapters, administration

of cocaine in a novel environment may create a
"context-specific memory" that produces a sensitized
response (Tirelli et al.,

2003b). One drug-environment

pairing may not be sufficient to produce a
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"context-specific memory", because context-specific and
context-independent behavioral sensitization are equally
strong in the preweanling rat. Of course,

this explanation

presumes that nonassociative effects are sufficiently
robust to induce behavioral sensitization during the

preweanling period.
Another important finding coming from this thesis is

that preweanling rats did not exhibit conditioned activity

when tested one day after a pretreatment injection of
cocaine

(Figure 5). In contrast, adult rats given a single

pretreatment injection of cocaine in the test chamber

exhibited robust conditioned activity after one abstinence

day (Figure 7). More specifically, adult rats in the
Cocaine-Test group had greater distance traveled scores
than the Cocaine-Home and Test-Control groups when tested

on PD 80. This effect persisted for at least five days,
because adult rats showed robust conditioned activity when

distance traveled was assessed on PD 83 and PD 85.
Conditioned activity did not persist across seven

abstinence days,

since the Cocaine-Test group did not

significantly differ from the Test-Control group on PD 87.

As discussed earlier, the inability of preweanling

rats to exhibit conditioned activity may be due to an
associative learning deficit, whereby the drug-paired
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environmental context is unable to elicit locomotor
activity (McDougall et al., 2007). This conclusion is

supported by the present results, because the Cocaine-Test
and Cocaine-Home groups did not have greater distance

traveled scores than the Test-Control group on PD 20.
Thus, the inability of preweanling rats to exhibit
conditioned activity may be an outcome of a generalized

associative learning deficit that is present during early

ontogeny (McDougall et al., 2007). In this regard,

it is

important to again mention that the ability of preweanling

rats to exhibit context-independent behavioral
sensitization can also be explained as an associative

learning deficit. Thus, the two major ontogenetic

differences reported in this thesis

(i.e.,

the presence of

context-independent behavioral sensitization at PD 20 and

the absence of conditioned activity at PD 20) may be due
to the maturational changes in the neural structures
underlying associative processing. My suggestion that

preweanling rats are unable to show inhibitory
conditioning is not consistent with conditioned activity

data from PD 20. Specifically, preweanling rats in the

Cocaine-Test group had greater locomotor activity when
compared to the Cocaine-Home group, thus showing evidence
of what appears to be inhibitory conditioning.
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In order to create a framework for understanding
behavioral sensitization and conditioned activity it is

necessary to examine specific brain structures responsible
for these phenomena. Brain regions mediating behavioral
sensitization include the nucleus accumbens, ventral

tegmental area (VTA), prefrontal cortex (PFC), and

amygdala (for reviews, see Pierce & Kalivas,

Vanderschuren & Kalivas,

1997;

2000). Less is known about the

neuroanatomical structures underlying conditioned

activity, but the nucleus accumbens and amygdala appear to
be involved (Ahmed et al., 1995; Brown & Fibiger,
Gallagher, Graham & Holland,

1993;

1990; Gerdjikov, Giles, Swan

& Beninger, 2007; Gold et al., 1988; Vezina & Stewart,

1990; Hiroi & White, 1991; McDonald & White,

1993).

Ventral Tegmental Area
The ventral tegmental area (VTA) plays an important

role in the induction of amphetamine-induced behavioral
sensitization (Vanderschuren & Kalivas,

2000). For

example, behavioral sensitization is evident after

repeated intra-VTA injections of amphetamine (Bjijou,
Stinus, Le Moal,
1995,

& Cador, 1996; Cador, Bjijou,

1999; Hooks, Jones, Liem & Justice,

& Stinus,

1992; Kalivas &

Weber, 1988; Perugini & Vezina, 1994; Vezina, 1996). The
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importance of the VTA is further established, by studies

showing that the induction of amphetamine-induced

behavioral sensitization does not occur if Dx and NMDA

receptors in the VTA are blocked (Bjijou et al., 1996;
Cador et al., 1999; Queen & Vezina, 1999; Stewart &
Vezina,

1989). The role played by the VTA for the

induction of cocaine-induced behavioral sensitization is
somewhat less clear, although intra-VTA microinjections of
cocaine or GBR-12909 are sufficient to induce behavioral

sensitization (Vanderschuren & Kalivas,

2000).

Prefrontal Cortex

The PFC is involved in the induction of
cocaine-induced behavioral sensitization. Repeatedly

administering cocaine to sham control rats resulted in a

robust sensitized response, whereas behavioral
sensitization was not evident in rats that were given

bilateral lesions of the PFC prior to initial cocaine
treatment

(Li, Hu, Berney, Vartanian, Stine, Wolf,

White, 1999; Tschentke & Schmidt,

&

1998, 2000). Whether the

PFC plays a similar role in amphetamine-induced behavioral
sensitization is less clear. Specifically,

some studies

show that lesions to the medial PFC prevent the induction

of amphetamine-induced behavioral sensitization (Cador et
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al., 1999; Wolf, Dahlin, Hu, Xue,

& White,

other studies report negative results

1995), whereas,

(Tzshentke &

Schmidt, 2000). The PFC is also involved in the expression

of behavioral sensitization to cocaine, but not
necessarily to amphetamine. The expression of behavioral
sensitization causes a reduction of dopamine release in

the PFC (Sorg, Chen, & Kalivas,
Kalivas,

1993; Sorg, Davison,

& Prasad, 1997) and a corresponding increase in

the activity of excitatory amino acid transmission in the

nucleus accumbens and VTA (Karreman & Moghaddam,

1996;

Louilot, Le Moal, & Simon, 1989; Taber & Fibiger,

Vezina, Blanc, Glowinski,

& Tassin,

1995;

1994). The same

neuronal changes do not occur with amphetamine-induced
behavioral sensitization (Pierce & Kalivas,

1997) .

Nucleus Accumbens

Dopamine neurotransmission is a critical component of
behavioral sensitization (Vanderschuren & Kalivas,

2000),

thus the nucleus accumbens has long been thought to play

an important role in this phenomenon (Kalivas & Stewart,
1991). For example, extracellular dopamine levels are

increased in the nucleus accumbens following acute cocaine

and amphetamine administration (Akimoto, Mamamura,

Kazahaya, Akiyama & Otsuki, 1990; Kalivas & Duffy,
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1990,

1997; Parsons & Justice,

& Patrick,

1993; Patrick, Thompson, Walker,

1991; Pettit, Pan, Parsons,

Robinson, Jurson, Bennett & Bentgen,

& Justice,

1990;

1988; Wolf, White,

Nassar, Brooderson, & Khansa, 1993). Not surprisingly,
therefore, a potentiated release of accumbal dopamine is
often hypothesized to underlie the expression of
behavioral sensitization to both cocaine and amphetamine
(Pierce & Kalivas,

1997).

Di receptor stimulation in the nucleus accumbens
plays an important role in the expression of behavioral

sensitization, but it is not sufficient to induce a
sensitized response

(Pierce & Kalivas,

1997). Other

receptor types in the nucleus accumbens may be involved,
because cocaine-induced behavioral sensitization is

prevented if accumbal AMPA receptors are blocked (Pierce &
Kalivas,

1997). Based on these and other data,

it is

apparent that the nucleus accumbens plays an integral role
in the occurrence of behavioral sensitization.
There is an increasing body of knowledge suggesting

that the nucleus accumbens is also involved in the
mediation of conditioned activity. Repeatedly

administering amphetamine into the nucleus accumbens
induces conditioned activity (Gerdjikov et al., 2007),

whereas lesioning the nucleus accumbens blocks the
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induction of conditioned activity (Gold et al., 1988). In

terms of underlying mechanisms, psychostimulant-induced

alterations of accumbal PKA activity may be involved in
conditioned activity. Specifically, Gerdjikov et al.

(2007) have shown that microinjecting PKA inhibitors into

the nucleus accumbens blocks the induction of

amphetamine-induced conditioned activity. Not all evidence
supports a role for the nucleus accumbens in conditioned

activity, however, because conditioned locomotion is not
evident if amphetamine is bilaterally microinjected into

the nucleus accumbens (Vezina & Stewart,

1990).

Amygdala
The amygdala is another brain structure that is
important to the induction and expression of behavioral

sensitization. It has long been known that the amygdala is
involved in acquiring and expressing stimulus-reward

associations

(Davis, Rainnie,

& Cassell,

1994;

Helmstetter, 1992; Jones & Mishkin, 1972; Mishkin &
Aggieton, 1981; Murray,

1991), with projections from the

amygdala to the nucleus accumbens being particularly

critical

(Burns, Robbins & Everitt,

& Everitt,
.
1991)

1993; Cador, Robbins,

1989; Everitt, Morris, O'Brien,

& Robbins,

This being the case, it is not surprising that
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ibotenic acid lesions of the amygdala prevent the ultimate
expression of amphetamine-induced behavioral sensitization

(Wolf et al., 1995). Microinjecting MK-801 into the
amygdala also blocks the induction of behavioral
sensitization (Kalivas & Alesdatter,

1993). The central

amygdala has numerous projections to the VTA (Gonzales &
Chesselet,
Gray,

1990; Phillipson,

1979; Wallace, Magnuson &

1992), thus the central amygdala may also be

involved in the induction of behavioral sensitization

(Vanderschuren & Kalivas, 2000).

The amygdala is an important neuroanatomical

structure underlying conditioned activity. The amygdala is
believed to mediate the change in behavior brought about
by the drug-paired environmental context
1993; Brown, Robertson, & Fibiger,

(Brown & Fibiger,

1992). This hypothesis

is supported by studies showing that

(a)

the basolateral

amygdala mediates stimulus-reward associations

(Cador et

al., 1989; Cador, Robbins, Everitt, Simon, Le Moal,
Stinus,

1991; Everitt,

& Robbins, 1992) and (b)

&

the

amygdala interacts with the nucleus accumbens to modulate

reward-related processes (Groenewegen, Becker,

& Lohman,

1980; Kelley, Domesick, & Nauta, 1982). This

amygdalo-accumbal network may be responsible for

behavioral changes elicited by conditioned incentive
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stimuli

(Ahmed et al., 1995). All of this being said,

evidence for the involvement of the amygdala in
conditioned activity is equivocal, because lesions of the
basolateral amygdala did not disrupt the expression of

conditioned locomotion (Ahmed et al., 1995; Brown &
Fibiger,

1993). This result could mean that other areas of

the amygdala mediate conditioned activity (Ahmed et al.,

1995). For example, the lateral and central nuclei are
known to modulate appetitive conditioning (Gallagher et
al.,

1990; Hiroi & White, 1991; McDonald & White,

1993).

Conclusion
In summary, preweanling rats show a sensitized

locomotor response that persists for up to five days
following a single pretreatment injection of cocaine.
Preweanling rats tested using both context-specific and

context-independent procedures exhibited a sensitized
response that was equally robust and was not dissociable

across the five abstinence days. In terms of conditioned

activity, adult rats exhibited one-trial context-specific
conditioned activity that persisted across five abstinence

days. In contrast, preweanling rats did not show

conditioned activity when using the one-shot procedure.

The fact that preweanling rats showed both
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context-independent behavioral sensitization and a lack of
conditioned activity suggests that the younger animals may
have an associative learning deficit. Specifically,

the

robust context-independent behavioral sensitization
exhibited by preweanling rats may be due to an inhibitory
conditioning deficit, whereas the lack of conditioned

activity may be caused by an absence of excitatory

conditioning.
The neural mechanisms underlying the behavioral
sensitization and conditioned activity of adult rats have

been fairly well established. For example,

the VTA,

PFC,

nucleus accumbens, and the amygdala are known to play

important roles in behavioral sensitization, while the

nucleus accumbens and amygdala appear to modulate
conditioned activity. Whether the same structures are

responsible for mediating behavioral sensitization during
early ontogeny is uncertain. What is clear, however,

is

that neural structures underlying behavioral sensitization
and conditioned activity are not functionally mature
during the preweanling period.

The results of this thesis are applicable to human

addiction studies. For example, Robinson and Berridge
(1993) have proposed the incentive-sensitization model
which states that addictive behavior is due to progressive
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neuroadaptations that are caused by recurring drug use.

After repeated drug exposure, both the act of taking drugs
and drug-associated stimuli become gradually more
attractive and desired,

thus resulting in "wanting"

behavior (Robinson & Berridge,

1993). Actions similar to

this are seen in adult rats. When the novel environment of

the testing chamber is paired with a psychostimulant drug,
the robust locomotor activity that is evident is
comparable to "wanting" behavior in humans. The same
associative mechanisms that control behavioral
sensitization in adult rats and "wanting" behavior in

adult humans does not seem to apply to preweanling rats.
Specifically, preweanling rats

(a) exhibit one-trial

context-independent behavioral sensitization and (b)

the

persistence of the sensitized response is very short. It

is unclear what these differences might mean for addiction

in young humans, but the lack of persistence suggests that
drugs are not as addictive to young animals as adults.
Conditioned activity per se is not extensively

studied in humans, however conditioned responses in drug
users is a fertile area of investigation. Multiple

drug-cue pairings cause addicts to become conditioned to
cues that signal drug use (Ehrman et al.,

1992) . Our

results show that a single pairing of cocaine with a novel
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test environment is sufficient to elicit a conditioned

response in adult rats. This effect is not observable in

preweanling rats, thus suggesting that drug conditioning
factors are not as strong during the preweanling period as

in adulthood. This result again suggests that addictive
processes are less pronounced in young animals than

adults. These results have relevance to human children,
because at least 21% of humans during the late childhood

period have tried abused substances (Spear,

2000), while

7% are using drugs regularly (Johnston, O'Malley, Bachman,
& Shulenberg,

2005) . Some researchers contend that the

late preweanling period is analogous to late childhood,
because both ontogenetic periods precede the complex

changes brought on by puberty (Smith & Morrell, 2008) . If

true, my thesis results indicate that addictive processes
are less pronounced during childhood than in adulthood.
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